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Mowgli was a very special man-cub.

His family was wolves in the jungle.

Adapted from the original text, *The Jungle Book: Jungle Friends*, by Bendon Publishing International
Baloo is a brown bear that wears glasses. He is thoughtful and wise. Baloo is Mowgli’s teacher and friend.

Adapted from the original text, *The Jungle Book: Jungle Friends*, by Bendon Publishing International
Bagheera is a powerful black panther and Mowlgi’s best friend.

He helps Baloo teach Mowlgi about the jungle.
Kaa is a mighty rock python.

When Mowgli and his friends have a problem,

Kaa slithers and moves.

Adapted from the original text, *The Jungle Book: Jungle Friends*, by Bendon Publishing International
Baloo, Bagheera and Kaa help Mowgli learn to live in the dangerous jungle.

They are the best jungle friends.

Adapted from the original text, *The Jungle Book: Jungle Friends*, by Bendon Publishing International